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Necessity and chance

We can expound how it happened, 
but cannot say if it happened for reason

Collapse of Kinugawa river levee, 10 September, 2015



2013 heatwave over Japan
Record daily maximum temperatures at 143 sites in early August, 

with the highest record of 41℃measured on 11 August
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Diagnosis of extreme weather events

JMA press release (Sept 2, 2013)

For 2013 heatwave ― 

� Intensified Pacific & Tibetan highs

� Asian monsoon activated by 

higher sea surface temperature 

around Indonesia

� etc etc

Professional service works (since 2006) by a joint activity between 

research community and operational center  

Lecture to Press



Diagnosis of extreme weather events

Professional service works (since 2006) by a joint activity between 

research community and operational center  

This would have been sufficient for communicating causes of 

extreme weather events to public in 10 years ago

However, it may not be sufficient now because of global warming

UK Met Office (2013)
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Ranking of global mean surface temperature

The top-10 record warmest years

occurred after 2000 (except 1998)



Increasing heatwaves over land

Kamae et al. (2014 GRL)

• Most global land areas, with a few exceptions, have 
experienced more heat waves since the middle of the 20th 
century

• It is likely that the number of heavy precipitation events over 
land has increased in more regions than it has decreased in 
since the mid-20th century IPCC AR5 (2013)

Frequency of Northern Hemisphere heatwaves        

observation

simulation

Extreme hot days over Japan

© JMA
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New research perspective: 
(Probabilistic) Event Attribution (EA) 

しかし

“It is not possible 
to attribute an 

individual event”

Q. Was this extreme event due to human induced 
warming ?

A.   Mmmmm…..



New research perspective: 
(Probabilistic) Event Attribution (EA) 

しかし

“It is not possible 

to attribute an 

individual event”

“But isn’t climate change at least 
partially to blame for some 

events?”

Q. Was this extreme event due to human induced 
warming ?

A.   Mmmmm…..



A metaphor

It’s difficult to say:

Mr. Watanabe, smoking every day and died of lung

cancer, shortened his life with smoking (likely

though) – how to know for sure?

We can clearly say:

Smoking harms health and generally causes shorter life

We may estimate risk of lung cancer for him, induced solely by smoking

What if there are many Watanabes, living in a slightly different

environment?



How to do EA?

Computer model of the 
global atmosphere (AGCM)

Solar cycle, 
volcanoes

Greenhouse 
gasses 

(CO2 etc)
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Weather pinball (again!)AGCM “ALL” forcing run

slide courtesy of M Mori 



How to do EA?

Temperature
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Solar cycle, 
volcanoes

Greenhouse 
gasses 
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Repeat 2013 summer simulation 100 times 

to estimate occurrence probability of the 

heatwave (=ensemble)
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Weather “mandala”
observation

Surface temperature anomaly in August 

2010, simulated by MROC5 AGCM

Ensemble mean



How to do EA?
AGCM “NAT” forcing run

Solar cycle, 
volcanoes

Greenhouse 
gasses 

(CO2 etc)

Ozone & 
aerosols

XX% occurrence probability 
of the 2013 heatwave
XX% occurrence probability 
of the 2013 heatwave

Repeat 2013 summer simulation 100 times to estimate 

occurrence probability of the heatwave (=ensemble)

Repeat 2013 summer simulation 100 times to estimate 

occurrence probability of the heatwave (=ensemble)

but without greenhouse gas increase and 

possible global warming component in 

sea surface temperature & sea ice

but without greenhouse gas increase and 

possible global warming component in 

sea surface temperature & sea ice
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Greenhouse warming has increased the 

probability of the 2013 heatwave by XX－YY%

Greenhouse warming has increased the 

probability of the 2013 heatwave by XX－YY%

NAT run 
= a world that might have realized 

if global warming hasn’t occurred



observation

Cool Hot
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ALL (P0) NAT (P1) FAR (1-P1/P0)

12.4% 0.5−1.73% 0.86−0.96

Imada et al. (2014, BAMS)

EA to the 2013 hot summer in Japan

Probability of the 2013 summer condition 

be hotter than that actually occurred (P)

Temperature anomaly (℃)

NAT       
ALL
climatology

Fractional Attributable Risk (FAR): measure of the human contribution

From FAR, human induced warming effect was clearly identified for this event



From research to climate services?

“An attribution service … could prevent 

scientists’ answers to questions as to 

how global warming influences our 

weather seeming either too cautious or 

too speculative”. Nature editorial (2011)

Australian record
summer temperature of 
2013

Flood risk in Wales, UK,
in autumn 2000

Lewis and Karoly (2013, GRL)

Pall et al. (2011, Nature)



What’s the principle of EA?

Much of extreme weather events can be explained by 

chaotic internal fluctuation of the atmospheric circulation, 

but a (small) fraction of the occurrence probability is

attributed to  external forcing to the atmosphere

External forcing can actually be something else, for example

� Interannual or longer climate variability (El Nino, PDO, etc)

� Land use change

� Natural radiative forcing (solar cycle, volcanoes)

� Human induced aerosols

� Others 

EA is the procedure to quantify the contribution of a particular

forcing (i.e., human induced warming) in a probabilistic manner



Example: Contribution of natural decadal variability

Trenberth et al. (2014 Nature CC)

PDO tends to be in its negative phase during 2000-2012, 
probably causing the global warming hiatus

Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)
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Global warming hiatus and East Asian summer

High

Given the negaNve PDO accompanies the warming hiatus ―

�Higher SST in the western Pacific � Stronger subtropical high?

�Higher SST in the North Pacific � Amplifies warming response?

What we observed in 2013

� May act to reduce probability of 
hot summers over East Asia

hot
cool?

Global warming hiatus will soon end
and turn to an acceleration period 

Sea surface temperature anomaly, Jul-Aug 2013
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Summary

� Physical understanding of changing climate
� Communication to public
� Collaboration with climate services

� Much of their cause is chaotic internal fluctuations 
of the atmosphere ( jet meandering, blocking, etc)

� Yet, probability of its occurrence is potentially 
influenced by external factors, such as increasing 
GHGs, depending on region and phenomena

Possible implication of EA includes

EA is based on our understanding to extreme weather events that 

� Further researches (enhancing 

credibility/efficiency/usability)!

Is the EA procedure well established? NO


